Adapter Brackets
Boost your loader’s productivity
Adapter Brackets

Elevate your tractor’s productivity by converting its loader (depending on model) to either the “Universal” Skid Steer quick attach system or the Euro/Global standard. Worksaver Adapter Brackets feature all welded frames for durability, plated latch components for long service life plus the ability to help you get more done.

**Euro/Global to Skid Steer**

- Interfaces with agricultural loaders that use the Euro/Global attaching system to allow the use of skid steer type attachments.
- Weight 110 lbs.
- Item # 832550
- Maximum Capacity 4,000 lbs.*

**Skid Steer to Euro/Global**

- Interfaces with skid steer or agricultural loaders that use the “universal” skid steer attaching method to allow them to use attachments that mount to the Euro/Global tool carrier.
- Weight 145 lbs.
- Item # 835020
- Maximum Capacity 4,000 lbs.*

**IH 2250 & 2255 Loader to Skid Steer Adapter**

- Interfaces with IH loaders models 2250 & 2255 with pin-on buckets retained by 1-1/8” pins. Allows use of skid steer attachments (shipped less pins).
- Weight 120 lbs.
- Item # 832820
- Maximum Capacity 3,000 lbs.*

**John Deere 240/245/260/265 Series to Skid Steer**

- Interfaces with John Deere 240/245/260/265 loaders with JD attachment system to allow them to use skid steer type attachments.
- Weight 165 lbs.
- Item # 831980
- Maximum Capacity 3,000 lbs.*

* Note: Maximum capacity is that of the adapter bracket. Do not exceed it or loader/tractor operating lift capacity. These are attachment carriers only. Do not use for back dragging.
**Worksaver Adapter Brackets**

*Note: Maximum capacity is that of the adapter bracket. Do not exceed it or loader/tractor operating lift capacity. These are attachment carriers only. Do not use for back dragging.*

**READ AND UNDERSTAND OPERATOR’S MANUAL BEFORE OPERATION.**

*Note: Maximum capacity is that of the adapter bracket. Do not exceed it or loader/tractor operating lift capacity. These are attachment carriers only. Do not use for back dragging.*

---

**John Deere 145/146/148/158 Series to Skid Steer**

Interfaces with John Deere loader models 145/146/148/158 with pin-on buckets retained by 1-1/8” pins. Allows the use of skid steer type attachments (shipped less pins).

- **Weight:** 125 lbs.
- **Item #:** 831875
- **Maximum Capacity:** 3,000 lbs.*

---

**John Deere 300/400/500 Series to Skid Steer**

Interfaces with John Deere 300/400/500 (also 200X, 200CX) series loaders with JD quick attach to allow the use of skid steer type attachments.

- **Weight:** 132 lbs.
- **Item #:** 832620
- **Maximum Capacity:** 4,000 lbs.*

---

**John Deere 400/500 Series to Euro/Global**

Interfaces with John Deere 400/500 series loaders with the JD quick attach to allow them to use attachments that mount to the Euro/Global tool carrier.

- **Weight:** 140 lbs.
- **Item #:** 835030
- **Maximum Capacity:** 4,000 lbs.*

---

**Euro/Global to John Deere 600/700**

Interfaces with Global/Euro agricultural loaders allowing the use of John Deere 600/700 series attachments.

- **Weight:** 140 lbs.
- **Item #:** 832631
- **Maximum Capacity:** 5,000 lbs.*
**John Deere 600/700 Series to Euro/Global**

Interfaces with John Deere 600/700 series loaders with JD quick attach to allow them to use attachments that mount to the Euro/Global tool carrier.

- Weight: 174 lbs.
- Item #: 835040
- Maximum Capacity: 5,000 lbs.*

**John Deere 600/700 Series to Skid Steer**

Interfaces with John Deere 600/700 series loaders with JD quick attach to allow the use of skid steer type attachments.

- Weight: 140 lbs.
- Item #: 832650
- Maximum Capacity: 5,000 lbs.*

**John Deere 48 & 58 Loader Skid Steer Adapter**

Interfaces with John Deere loader models 48 and 58 with buckets retained by 1-1/4" pins with single center tilt cylinder. Allows use of skid steer type attachments (shipped less pins).

- Weight: 148 lbs.
- Item #: 832815
- Maximum Capacity: 3,000 lbs.*

**Kubota LA852 to Skid Steer**

Interfaces with Kubota loader model LA852 with pin-on bucket retained by 1” pins. Allowing the use of skid steer type attachments (shipped less pins).

- Weight: 105 lbs.
- Item #: 832915
- Maximum Capacity: 3,500 lbs.*

---

**READ AND UNDERSTAND OPERATOR'S MANUAL BEFORE OPERATION.**

* Note: Maximum capacity is that of the adapter bracket. Do not exceed it or loader/tractor operating lift capacity. These are attachment carriers only. Do not use for back dragging.
**Kubota LA350, LA401, LA452**

Interfaces with Kubota loader models LA350, LA401, LA402, LA450, LA452, LA480, LA481, LA482, LA680, LA681, LA682, LB402, LB552, LB702, with pin-on buckets retained by 1” pins. Allowing the use of skid steer type attachments (shipped less pins).

Weight 110 lbs.
Item # 832810
Maximum Capacity 3,500 lbs.*

**Kubota LA1251, LA1301, LA1601**

Interfaces with Kubota LA1251, LA1301, LA1601 series loaders with semi quick attach to allow the use of skid steer type attachments (shipped less pins).

Weight 150 lbs.
Item # 831725
Maximum Capacity 3,500 lbs.*

**Massey Ferguson 232, 236, 832, 838, 1032 to Skid Steer**

Interfaces with Massey Ferguson loader models 232, 236, 832, 838, 1032, 1040, 1050 with pin-on buckets retained by 1” pins. Allows the use of skid steer type attachments (shipped less pins).

Weight 148 lbs.
Item # 831895
Maximum Capacity 3,500 lbs.*

**Massey Ferguson 238, 246, 848, 938, 948, 1036, 1048 to Skid Steer**

If mounting pins are bushed to 1-1/4” (requires pin kit 831893 & bushing kit 830368) this unit can be used on Massey Ferguson loader models 238, 246, 848, 938, 948, 1036, 1038, 1048 to allow the use of skid steer type attachments (shipped less pins).

Weight 148 lbs.
Item # 831895
Maximum Capacity 3,500 lbs.*

---

**READ AND UNDERSTAND OPERATOR’S MANUAL BEFORE OPERATION.**

* Note: Maximum capacity is that of the adapter bracket. Do not exceed it or loader/tractor operating lift capacity. These are attachment carriers only. Do not use for back dragging.
* Note: Maximum capacity is that of the adapter bracket. Do not exceed it or loader/tractor operating lift capacity. These are attachment carriers only. Do not use for back dragging.

**New Holland 2109, 7109, 7209, 7210, 7309, 7310, 7410 to Skid Steer**

Interfaces with New Holland loader models 2109, 7109, 7209, 7210, 7309, 7310, 7410 with pin-on buckets retained by 1-1/4” pins. Vertical ctc distance between pins is 10.125”. Allows use of skid steer attachments (shipped less pins).

Weight 120 lbs.
Item # 832885
Maximum Capacity 3,500 lbs.*

---

**New Holland 7308/7108 & Case IH L130 to Skid Steer**

Interfaces with New Holland loader 7308, 7108 & Case IH L130 with pin-on buckets retained by 1” pins. Allows use of skid steer attachments (shipped less pins).

Weight 117 lbs.
Item # 832830
Maximum Capacity 3,500 lbs. *

---

**New Holland 14LA, 15LA, 16LA, 17LA, 18LA, Case IH L160, LX114, LX116, LX118**

Interfaces with New Holland loader models 14LA, 15LA, 16LA, 17LA, 18LA and Case IH models L160, LX114, LX116, LX118 with buckets retained by 1-1/4” pins. Vertical ctc distance between pins is 8.25”. Allows use of skid steer attachments (shipped less pins).

Weight 120 lbs.
Item # 832890
Maximum Capacity 3,500 lbs.*
Weld-on Attachment Brackets

Easily convert your bucket or other attachments to be used with one of our adapters. These weld-on items are engineered to fit, allowing you to get more done.

**WSP** – Weld-on Plate

Standard duty weld-on plate of 1/4” material simply welds to any existing attachment to convert it to the “universal” skid steer mount interface.

- Weight 46 lbs.
- Item # 832540
- Maximum Capacity 3,500 lbs.*

**WSP-HD** – Weld-on Plate

Heavy duty weld-on plate of 3/8” material simply welds to any existing attachment, added cutout provides increased welding surface. Converts attachments to “universal” skid steer mount interface.

- Weight 96 lbs.
- Item # 832790
- Maximum Capacity 5,000 lbs.*

**Euro/Global** – Two (2) Piece Weld-on Kit

Weld-on kit provides left / right hand brackets to convert attachments to the Euro/Global mount interface, allowing their use with Euro/Global tool carrier.

- Weight 36 lbs.
- Item # 832630
- Maximum Capacity 3,500 lbs.*

**Euro/Global** – Heavy-Duty Weld-on Plate

Heavy-duty weld-on plate of 5/16” material simply welds to any existing attachment to convert to the Euro/Global interface, allowing their use with Euro/Global tool carrier.

- Weight 95 lbs.
- Item # 832625
- Maximum Capacity 5,000 lbs.*

*Note: Maximum capacity is that of the adapter bracket. Do not exceed it or loader/tractor operating lift capacity. These are attachment carriers only. Do not use for back dragging.
Universal Skid Steer Adapter
for Compact Pin-on Loaders

When paired with a set of pin-on brackets (811235, 811220, 811240, 811245, 811250), it is designed to interface with compact pin-on type loaders to allow the use of skid steer type attachments. Unit width 54” and 17.75” in height.

Weight 138 lbs.
Item # 832655
Maximum Capacity 3,000 lbs.*

Universal Skid Steer Adapter
for Standard Pin-on Loaders

When paired with standard pin-on brackets (830345) unit is designed to interface with pin-on type loaders that use 1” pins. Allows the use of skid steer type attachments. Unit width is 54” and height is 21.50”

Weight 144 lbs.
Item # 832660
Maximum Capacity 3,500 lbs.*

Universal Euro/Global Adapter
for Standard Pin-on Loaders

When paired with standard pin-on brackets (830345) this unit will interface with pin-on type loaders that use 1” pins. This will allow the use of attachments that mount to the Euro/Global tool carrier.

Weight 146 lbs.
Item # 835045
Maximum Capacity 3,500 lbs.*

Caution — A heavy load can cause your tractor to tip over. When moving heavy loads, keep the load as close to the ground as possible, go slowly around turns, and be sure the front or rear of tractor is properly counterbalanced with weights.

Caution — Operators must read & understand operator’s manual, particularly the safety warnings and instructions. The operator is responsible for safety of themselves and others when operating equipment.

WORKSAVER, INC. has a corporate policy of continuous product improvement and development; therefore, specifications are subject to change without any advance notice.

WORKSAVER, INC. is not responsible for differences between specifications or illustrations contained in this publication and the actual equipment.

Distributed by:

Worksaver, Inc.
P.O. Box 100, Litchfield, IL 62056-0100
Phone: 217-324-5973 • Fax: 217-324-3356
www.worksaver.com • E-mail: sales@worksaver.com